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Objectives 
 

• Learn about the widespread (and pretty interesting) genre of the sequence and how 
it relates to other medieval genres: the lai, the planctus and the estampie 

 

• Listen to some examples for tips on different approaches to performance 
 

• Look at the sequence’s English context in the MS Harley 978 (which is the same 
manuscript that has “Sumer is icumen in”) 

 

• Start to learn together a sacred sequence from that manuscript 
 
I hope this workshop will give you some new ideas about repertoire that might be 
interesting to learn and perform, where to find it and how to develop a performance! 
 
 
If you have questions, don’t hesitate to contact me: 
leah@leahstuttard.com 
 
I’d love to hear from you!!! 

mailto:leah@leahstuttard.com


Manuscript - London, British Library, Harley 978 
 
 
 
79 Samson dux fortissime 
80 Regina clemencie, Maria vocata 
81 Dum Maria credidit 
82 Ave gloriosa virginum regina 
83a Ave gloriosa mater salvatoris 
83b Duce creature 
84 Felix sanctorum chorus 
85a Sumer is icumen in 
85b Perspice christicola 
86 Eterni numinis mater et filia 
87 Ante thronum regentis omnia 
88 Gaude salutata virgo 
 
 
Only 83 and 85 are not sequences 
83 is in 3 parts 
87 is written in a different hand, could be intended as rhythmic notation 
 
 
The numbers refer to the number of the piece in the edition by Helen Deeming (see the first 
bok in the Bibliography) 



Leah Stuttard

Leah Stuttard



Discography for sequences in Harley 978 
 
“Samson dux fortissime” 
 

1. SdFM 
Frühe Musik I 
Recorded May 1962 
 
2. Sequentia – twice 
On Spielmann und Kleriker 
Their first album, released 1981 
And on Visions from the book 
Released 1996 
 
3. Schola Gregoriana of Cambridge, dir Mary Berry 
Abelard: hymns and sequences for Heloise 
Recorded 1993 

 
“Ante thronum regentis omnia” 
 

1. Accademia Monteverdiana & Trinity Boys' Choir - Denis Stevens, dir. 
On Music in honor of St. Thomas of Canterbury 
Released 1974 

 
 



Some performance ideas for sequences 
 
“Nenbressete” 
Cantiga de Santa Maria (CSM 421) with an unusual form and history, probably a 
contrafactum of a troped offertory “Recordare virgo mater”, 2 voice version in Las Huelgas 
manuscript 
Micrologus were inspired by 2 voice version in the Las Huelgas manuscript to create a 2 
voice version in the same style of this cantiga 
Accompanied by bells and an organistrum based on Portico de la Gloria in Santiago di 
Compostela 
 
“Ar ne kuth ich sorghe non” 
https://youtu.be/Kp2EzHAgLTk 
Grace Newcombe and Baptiste Romain 
Also on Spotify playlist – classic voice plus one instrument accompaniment. 
 
“Lai nom par” 
Spotify 
Provençal lai 
In manuscript at the BNF, f fr 844 fol 213v-214v 
John Wright and the group Porque trobar 
Fantastic diverse rendering, like going on a journey, using rhythm and non-metrical 
performance as well as great instrumental interventions and accompaniments 
Recorded 1998 
 
“Dolorum solatium”: Peter Abelard 
Studio der Frühen Musik 
Peter Abelard 
Released 1974 
See ‘Side 1’ alias (right click and show original) 
A masterwork, lasting over 21 minutes 
At the time it was absolutely at the forefront of musicology – an article had only just been 
published with a musical edition of this for the very first time! 
Interestingly, the piece also appears in an English manuscript (and is in the Helen Deeming 
edition in the bibliography). 
Long composed preludes and interludes, wide variety of contrasts in spite of there only 
being 4 performers, use of an Arabo-Andalusian piece as an interlude, hugely emotional. 
 
“Victime paschali laudes” 
Live 2017 
One of the few sequences which is still condoned by the catholic church after many were 
banned during the Councils of Trent during the counter reformation movement; this is the 
sequence for Easter day recounting the story of the resurrection. 
I perform it with my colleague Agnethe Christensen – she sings the first versicle and I join in 
with a different vocal line from the Las Huelgas manuscript in the repeat of the versicle. 
 

https://youtu.be/Kp2EzHAgLTk


 
“Lai des pucelles” 
Spotify 
Sequentia 
Philippe le Chancelier 
Recorded in 1986 and released in 1990 
A colourful instrumental version – let your imagination run riot! 
 
 
“Samson dux fortissime” 
Spotify 
Sequentia 
Visions from the book 
Released in 1996 
Vocal version, using contrasts of different voices in various combinations 
 
 
VERY MANY OTHER POSSIBILITIES 
Don’t be afraid to try things – check out all the sequences in the spotify playlist for more 
inspiration! Compare different versions of the same piece, it can be very edifying  



Link to the song in the manuscript online 
 
“Regina clemencie” fol 4v-6r 
Harley 978 
 
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=harley_ms_978_f004v 
 

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=harley_ms_978_f004v
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Some weblinks 
 
A sequence for St John the Baptist 
https://www.leahstuttard.com/?p=1942 
 
Another sequence, this time for St John of Beverley, sung by Vivien Ellis (if you follow the 
link at the bottom of the page) 
https://www.leahstuttard.com/?p=1957 
 
And one for St Margaret 
https://youtu.be/bjgO7mBWSfQ 
(if you read French, I wrote something for my friends at Les Prieurales in Le Havre about this 
sequence: https://francois77.wixsite.com/francoismontaufray/les-prieurales) 
 
One of Machaut’s lais 
https://www.facebook.com/agnethe.christensen/videos/10158431509978739 
performed by my friend Agnethe Christensen during lockdown live on Facebook (you don’t 
need an account to listen, just ignore the site’s insistence that you log on!) 
with recorded sounds by the fiddle player Elizabeth Gaver 
 
 
I’ve also made a spotify playlist 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6NWI7kHKaKC6PRXJWUWnQI?si=0KfbePjySd2agaIWB8es-
w 
 
And if you’re interested in Piæ Cantiones, which has a few very rarely performed sequences 
in it, this webpage has downloadable scores: 
http://www.spielleut.de/facs_piae_cantiones.htm 
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